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INTRODUCYrION 
LET M be an oriented closed n-dimensional P-manifold and (M, 9) a transversely 
oriented codimension one P-foliation of M. The purpose of this paper is to study foliated 
cobordism class of (M, S) assuming that 9 is almost without holonomy. In virtue of the 
works of Haefliger [3,4], Mather [ 12,131 and Thurston [24,25], foliated cobordism groups 
can be studied in the following lines. Namely there is a universal space Brim, called the 
Haefliger’s classifying space for r,m-structures, so that any (M, $r) determines an n- 
dimensional’ homology class of Brim, which turns out to be closely related to the 
cobordism class of (M, 9). On the other hand there is a map BDiffKmlW -+ QBr,m from 
the classifying space of the discrete group DiffKm[W of all Cm-diffeomorphisms of Iw with 
compact support to the loop space RBr,m of sr,m, which induces an isomorphism on 
integral homology. Thus in some sense the study of homology classes of Brim can be 
reduced to the study of those of DiffKaIw. In our case, these two fundamental results work 
very well. Our main result is as follows. Let.(M, 9) be as before and assume that 9 is 
almost without holonomy. Then it is homologous to a disjoint union of finite number of 
foliated S-bundles over (n - I)-dimensional tori. For n = 3, in particular, it follows that 
(M, 9) is foliated cobordant to a disjoint union of foliated S-bundles over T2. The 
foliated cobordism classes of foliated S’-bundles over T2 were studied by Tsuboi in [26]. 
Fukui and Oshikiri proved the nullity of the foliated cobordism classes of certain foliated 
3-manifolds ([2,21]). By our method, we can give a wider class of foliated 3-manifolds 
which are foliated null-cobordant (Corollary to Theorem 2). Also together with results of 
Wallet [29] and Herman [7], we re-obtain the vanishing of the Godbillon-Vey class of an 
almost without holonomy foliation (M, 5) which we previously proved in [16]. The main 
tool of this paper is the notion of foliated J-bundles which we developed in [16] in order 
to calculate the Godbillon-Vey class. Associated to each (M, S), there is a foliated 
J-bundle and the original 9 can be “embedded” in it as the graph of 9. Then we can 
deform the underlying r,” -structure of 9 by simply moving this graph on the total space 
of the J-bundle. This method is originally due to Haefliger. The foliated J-bundles 
associated to (M, 9’) are determined by the holonomies of the compact leaves and the 
Novikov transformations (which depend on the non-compact leaves). These two data are 
essential. In fact, the structure of the foliated S’-bundles over T”-’ to which (M, 9:) is 
homologous, are determined by these data. 
Some of the results in this paper were contained in $5 of our preprint [15] some part 
of which has been published in [ 161. We would like to refer the reader to [16] for the 
generalities of the foliation which are almost without holonomy and the construction of 
the associated foliated J-bundles and other related notions. 
In this paper, all manifolds, foliations and diffeomorphisms are assumed to be smooth 
(C=). Moreover. foliations will mean transversely oriented codimension one foliations. 
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$1. DEFINITIONS AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
Let (M, %) be a transversely oriented C”-foliation of a closed oriented n-dimensional 
manifold. It determines an element [M, %] of H,(Br,“; Z), where Br,= is the Haefliger’s 
classifying space for r,= -structures. We say that two such foliations (M,, %,), (MI, %J 
are homologous (denoted by (M,, 9,) h (M,, %J) if [M,, %,] = [M2, SJ Let (M,, %J, 
i = 1,2, be transversely oriented C”-foliations of oriented manifolds with boundary and 
suppose that the foliations 8, restricted to some neighbourhoods of the boundaries aM, 
are isomorphic by a prescribed orientation preserving diffeomorphism f. We say that 
(M,, %,) and (M,, %J are homologous relative to the boundary (denoted by 
(M,, S,) LV (M2, %J rel. boundary) if the f’“-structure on M,$.,( - MJ induced by 9, 
and 8, is homologous to zero in Br,“. In this paper, since the diffeomorphism f is the 
natural identification obvious from the context, we do not refer to it. We remark here that 
the above two relations are also defined between the r,“-structures on finite CW- 
complexes of dimension n, which have (relative) fundamental n-cycles, such as the 
suspensions or cones of closed (n - 1) dimensional manifolds. 
Let F be an oriented q-dimensional Cm-manifold and let Dip(F),, denote the group 
of all orientation preserving Cm-diffeomorphisms of F with discrete topology and let 
Diff,“(F), denote the subgroup consisting of compactly supported diffeomorphisms. 
Suppose that we are given a fiber bundle 7~: E + B over a CW-complex B with fiber F, 
and suppose further that its structure group is contained in Dip(F)& Then we have a 
r,m-structure 9 on E whose local level sets are of the form (U x {p}, p E F} where U is 
an open set of B such that EIU = II -y(U) g U x F is a trivial bundle over U. We call the 
quadruple (E, B, 9, F) a foliated F-bundle. Of course, if E and B are P-manifolds, then 
% is a P-foliation transverse to fibers. As is well known, a foliated F-bundle is 
characterized by its total holonomy homomorphism 0: x,(B, *) + Dip(F). 
We call a foliated S’-bundle over T”-’ linear if its total holonomy ( = the image of the 
total holonomy homomorphism) is smoothly conjugate to a group of rotations and exotic 
linear if its total holonomy is topologically conjugate to a group of rotations but not 
smoothly. By a result of Arnold[l], exotic linear foliated S’-bundles do exist. A linear 
foliated S’-bundle over T”-’ is foliated cobordant to zero, because it is defined by a closed 
l-form. 
Let (E, K, %, R) be a foliated R-bundle over a CW-complex K which is a 
DiffK”Rcbundle. Choosing an embedding of R in S’, we obtain a foliated S’-bundle 
(E’, K, F’, S’). We call the foliated S’-bundles obtained in this way, layered. In Tsuboi [27], 
it is proved that if the total holonomy of a layered foliated S’-bundle over a closed 
manifold is contained in a l-parameter subgroup generated by a C”-vectorfield, it is 
homologous to zero in the classifying space BDiP(S’),, consequently, the foliation is 
homologous to zero in Bf,? 
We remark that the Diff,“(lF&bundle (E, K, %, R) defines a r,“-structure on the 
suspension XK of K, where we consider 
CK=Kx{RUf.oo) 
I 
Kx{+co}=+co 
Kx{-a~}=-oo’ 
Clearly, the rim-structure on CK is homologous to that of the layered foliated S’-bundle 
(E’, K, %‘, S’) corresponding to (E, K, %, 52). 
For a foliation which is almost without holonomy (this concept was originally 
introduced by Moussu and studied by several authors[5, 10, 18]), we have a decomposition 
theorem, Theorem 4 of [16]. We divide the foliations of type III into two classes, namely 
those of type 111, and type III,. This division arose naturally in the proof of [16]. We restate 
here Theorem 4 of [ 161 which is due to Hector[5] and Imanishi[9, lo]. 
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THEOREM 1.1 (Hector[5], imanishi[9, IO]). Ler (M, 9) be a codimension one foliation 
tangent to the boundaries of a compact manifold which is almost without holonomy. Then 
there is a finite family of foliations (Mk, S,)> and immersions qk: Mk + M such that 
(1) (~~1 Int M is a diffeomorphism onto its image and (p:9 = 9,. 
(2) cp,(Int MJ are disjoint and Ucp,(Int Mk) = M. 
(3) (Mk, P;,) is a foliation of one of the following three types. 
(I) (Mk, 9,) is a foliation without holonomy of a closed manifold. 
(II) (Mkr 9,) is a foliated Z-bundle with abelian total holonomy. 
(III) (Mk, S,) is a foliation tangent to the non-empty boundaries such that all leaves 
other than the boundary leaves have trivial holonomy. 
Remark 1.2. (i) In the case of III, if the rank of the holonomy (which is free abelian) 
of all the boundary leaves are not greater than 1, we call it of type ZZZ,. Otherwise, we call 
it of type III,. (ii) The above decomposition is not unique. Some foliated Z-bundles can 
be decomposed as a union of foliated Z-bundles. Moreover, the classification of the 
foliations into type II and type III is not exclusive. If a foliation of type III (of type III,) 
is not of type II, we call it of type III’ (of type III;). The components of type III’ are 
independent of the choice of the decompositions. 
Remark 1.3. For any neighborhood U of the union of all compact leaves of 9, there 
is a decomposition of Theorem (1.1) such that eve,ry component of type II lies in U. 
Now we state our theorems. 
THEOREM 1. Let (M, 9) be a transversely oriented, smooth, codimension one foliation 
of a closed n dimensional mantfold which is almost without holonomy. Then (M, 9) is 
homologous to a disjoint union offoliated S-bundles over T”-’ which are either exotic linear 
or layered. More precisely, tf (M, 9) is of type Z, that is tf (M, 9) is without holonomy, 
then all the resulted foliated S’-bundles are exotic linear and their total holonomies are 
determined by the Novikov transformation of (M, 9). Zf (M, 9) consists offoliations of type 
ZZ and of type ZZZ, the total holonomies of the exotic linear foliated S-bundles are determined 
by the Novikov transformations of the components of type ZZZ; and those of the layered 
foliated S-bundles are determined by the total holonomies of the components of type ZZ and 
the holonomies of the boundary leaves of components (of type ZZ and III); thus the latter is 
determined by the holonomies of compact leaves. 
With some further conditions on (M, S), we have the following Theorem 2. For a 
component of type II, the total holonomy of foliated Z-bundles and the holonomy of the 
boundary leaves define a homomorphism of the fundamental group of the compact leaf 
into the group of germs along I of the diffeomorphisms of R leaving Z invariant. 
(f, g E Diff R define the same germs along Z if f(Z) = Z, g(Z) = Z and f = g on some 
neighborhood of Z in 17%) We call this homomorphism prolonged holonomy and its image 
prolonged holonomy group. 
THEOREM 2. Let (M, F) be as in Theorem 1. Zf the following conditions (A) and (B) are 
satisjed. (M. 9) is homologous to zero. 
(A) The rank of the Novikov transformations of components of type I or type III; are 
not greater than n - 1. 
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(B) For the components of type II and for each boundary leaf of components of type 
III, one of the following is satisfied. 
(B,) The rank of the (prolonged) holonomy is not greater than n - 2. 
(B2) The rank of the (prolonged) holonomy is n - 1 and we can find representatives 
fi, . . . ,fn_, of generators of the (prolonged) holonomy group such that 
(B,) The (prolonged) holonomy group is contained in a l-parameter group generated 
by a smooth vectorfield (germinally). 
Remark 1.4. In case n 2 3, if none of the holonomy of the compact leaves are infinitely 
tangent to the germs of the identity, (B,) for holonomy of compact leaves is always 
satisfied. See Tsuboi[26], Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5. 
For manifolds of dimension 3, in particular, we have the following corollary which 
implies foliations constructed by spinnable structures of 3-manifolds are foliated cob- 
ordant to zero (see [2,21]). 
COROLLARY. Let (M, %) be a transversely oriented foliation of a closed oriented 
3-manijbld. Suppose that (M,%) is almost without holonomy. If one of the following 
conditions is satisfied, (M, %) is foliated cobordant to zero. 
(C) All leaves are proper and there are only finitely many compact leaves. 
(D) There exist compact leaves and none of the holonomies of the compact leaves are 
infinitely tangent o the germ of the identity and none of the holonomies of compact leaves 
are of rank less than two. 
The above Corollary follows from the following observation. If the rank of the 
Novikov transformation of a component is greater than 1, there exists a dense leaf, 
therefore if (C) holds, we can take a decomposition of (M, S) in Theorem 1.1 only with 
the components of type III, and (A) is satisfied. On the other hand, for the boundary 
compact leaves, by the same reason, its one-sided holonomy is of rank 1. Thus (B,) or (BJ 
is satisfied. If (D) holds, the number of compact leaves is finite and we can take a 
decomposition of (M, %) only with the components of type II&; thus (A) is automatically 
satisfied. For compact leaves, by the above remark, we have (B,). 
The proof of Theorem 1 consists of construction of various “cobordisms” using 
foliated J-bundles suitably modified. A foliated J-bundle is a union of foliated I-, I, - and 
I--bundles ($4), where I, and I_ denote the intervals ( - 1, l] and [ - 1, 1) respectively. 
In the next section we discuss the modification of these bundles which have abelian total 
holonomy. In $3, we treat cross-sections of foliated R-bundles with abelian total holonomy 
which concerns the exotic linear foliated S’-bundles arising from the components of types 
I and III,. In 94, we will construct “cobordisms” relative to the boundary for the 
components of type III,. For those of type III,, we treat them in $5. We will complete the 
proof of’our theorems in $6. 
52. MODIFICATION OF FOLIATED BUNDLES 
Let I_ denote the half open interval [ - 1, 1) and I denote the closed interval [ - 1, 11. 
Let (E, L, 9, I_) be a foliated Z--bundle over a CW complex L. A modified foliated 
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I-bundle of (E, L, 9, I_) is a foliated Z-bundle (6 L, 9, I) over L with the following 
properties: 
(i) As a topological space, g is the total space of the associated Z-bundle of E, i.e. 
L?=LxI=E=LxI_. 
(ii) The “foliation” % coincides with 9 outside a small neighbourhood of L x { + 11. 
(iii) The “foliation” & is trivial, i.e. isomorphic to (L x {const}}, in a smaller 
neighbourhood of L x ( + 1). 
LEMMA 2.1. If the total holonomy of (E, L, 9, I_) is abelian, then there exists a modtfied 
foliated I-bundle (I?, L, &‘, I) of (E, L, 9, I_) whose total holonomy is also abelian. 
Proof We may assume that L is connected. Let 0: n,(L, *) -+ DiffZ_ denote the total 
holonomy homomorphism of E. We may also assume that there is an element f in Im CD 
which is not the identity on a subinterval (1 - 6, l), where L is a small positive real. 
(Otherwise the assertion is trivially true.) Then one can find an interval [a, 6) such that 
1 - t < 6, f([a, 6)) = [a, b) and f(x) # x f or XE(CI, 6). By a theorem of Kopell[ll], the 
interval [a, 6) is invariant under the action of q(L, *) via CD (see, e.g. [26]). Moreover, there 
exists a vectorfield 5, of class C’ on [a, b) and C” on (a, b) such that (D(n,(L, *))(1.,6) is
contained in a 1 -parameter subgroup generated by < (Sergeraert [23]). Let q be a vector-field 
of class C’ on [a, + l] and C” on (a, + 1) such that 
n=ton[a,b-e’] and q=Oon b-c +l 
[ 2’ 1 
where c’ is a small positive real satisfying 1 - E c b - 6’. Let 6: q(L, *) + DiffZ be a 
homomorphism defined by 
@(a)/l, + ,I= the time t-map of q on [a, + 1] 
if @(cr)I[,,,, is the time t-map of <. 
It is easy to see that & is a well-defined homomorphism and gives a desired foliated 
I-bundle. 
For a modification (& L, &“, I) of (E, L, 9, I_), let (CL, 9) denote the r,“C-structure 
on the cone CL = L x Z/L x ( + 1 j of L which is induced from 9. The following lemma 
shows that in a case, which we will treat later, the homology class relative to L x ( - lf 
of the r,a-structure (CL, 9) is independent of the choice of the vectorfield n. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose L is an oriented closed manifold and suppose @(n,(L, *))I( _ ,,,) is 
topologically conjugate to a group of translations of R. Then the homology class of (CL, 9) 
relative to the boundary L x { - 11 is independent of the choice of the modification. 
Proof By the assumption, the whole interval I_ = [ - 1, 1)‘serves as the interval [a, b) 
in the proof of Lemma (2.1). Let 9’ be another vectorfield which plays the same role as 
9. We may assume that q and q’ coincide on some interval [ - 1, c]. By a smooth coordinate 
change, if necessary, c may be supposed to be 1 - 6 for a small positive real 6, 0 < 6 < i. 
Let 8’and 9” denote the corresponding r,m -structures on CL, respectively. Let Q be a 
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C”-vectorfield on I which coincides with q on [ - 1 + 6, + 1] and vanishes on 
[ - 1, - 1 + (h/2)] and let ii’ be a C”-vectorfield on I which coincides with 9’ on 
[ - 1 + 6, + l] and with f on [ - 1, - 1 + 61. The vectorfields f and {’ define foliated 
Z-bundles over L in the same way as before and we write %’ and 9” for the resulted 
r,r-structures on CL, respectively. Since 9’ and 9” are trivial r,r-structures near 
L x { - l}, they give r,“-structures 9” , B’ x on the suspension XL = CL/L x ( - l} 
respectively. We have to show that (CL, 9) L xr;l_ ri ( - CL, 9’) is homologous to zero. Put 
C’L = L x [O, 11/L x { + l}. s ince (CL, 9) coincides with (CL, 9’) on [ - l,O], 
(CL 9) L $_ ,) ( - CL, 9”) is clearly homologous. to (C’L, 9’Ic.J L pIOr ( - CL, S”l,,) 
which is the same as 
(C’L, q,.,> L goI ( - C’L qcd. 
By the same reason as above, this in turn is homologous to 
which is again homologous to the disjoint union 
(CL,$““) iJ (-CL,W”). 
The r,“-structures (XL, 9 “) and ( - Cl, F’“), however, are homologous to zero by a 
result of [271. This proves Lemma 2.2. 
Of course, we have similar modifications for foliated I+-bundles with abelian total 
holonomy. 
We can also define modifications of foliated P-bundle (E, K, g, 1) (I= ( - 1, + 1)); if 
the total holonomy is contained in a l-parameter subgroup generated by a smooth 
vectorfield t on j. In this case, we take a vectorfield q which coincides with 5 on 
[ - 1 + 6, 1 - E] and vanishes on [ - 1, - 1 + (c/2)] U [l - (~/2), l] for some small positive 
6. Then by the construction in the proof of Lemma 2.1, we have a modified foliated 
Z-bundle (&, K, $‘, I) such that 
(i) E c g and Z? is the associated Z-bundle of E, 
(ii) 9 coincides with 5 outside a small neighbourhood of L x ( - 1, 11, 
(iii) 9 is trivial in a smaller neighbourhood of L x ( - 1, l> and 
(iv) the total holonomy of E^ is abelian. 
33. SECTIONS OF FOLIATED R-BUNDLES 
In this section, we study F,m-structures which are defined by foliated R-bundle with 
abelian total holonomy and prove the following 
LEMMA 3.1. Let (E, K, 9, R) be a foliated R-bundle over an oriented closed n-dimensional 
manifold K and let s be any section; s: K + E. Suppose that the total holonomy of this 
foliated R-bundle is abelian. Then there is a Jinite collection {(E,, T”-‘, Fi, S’)}, 
(i=l,..., k) offoliated S’-bundles over (n - I)-dimensional torus T”-’ such that (K, s*P) 
k 
is homologous to the disjoint union U (E,, 5,). 
,=I 
Proof We may suppose K is connected. Let @: q(K, *) --* Diff R be the total holonomy 
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homomorphism. Since Diff lR is a torsion free group, this homomorphism factors through 
Z’ for some r 2 0: 
n,(K *I 
0 
- Diff R. 
1. 
yul / 0 
Z’. 
Thus we have a morphism of foliated R-bundles 
7 t-1 1t .’ 
BY 
Kp T’. 
Since II,,( T’; Z) is generated by the classes represented by (A) subtori ((T”)j}, we have 
(B\Y),([K]) = I2 k,[( T”)j] for some Ic,EZ. Of course, this r.h.s. is meant zero unless r 3 n. 
I 
Let s’: T’-+ E’ denote a section of E’ --) T’. Then the above equality implies 
(~‘I’),[s(K)l = 1 k,b’V”)jl. 
Thus Lemma 3.1 follows from the following Lemma 3.2, which is almost proved in [17]. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let (E, T”, 9, R) be a foliated R-bundle over T” and let s denote a section. 
Then (Tn. s*5) is homotopic, as a ~,X-structure, to a foliated S’-bundle over T”- ‘. 
Let .fi, . . J, be the elements of Diff R which correspond, under the total holonomy 
homomorphism, to the standard generators of z,( T”, *). The proof of Lemma 3.2 is divided 
into two cases according to the topological properties offs. 
ASSERTION 3.3. If" alIf; (i = 1, . . . . n) have fixed points, (T”, ~$9) is homotopic to zero 
in Bi?,‘. 
ASSERTION 3.4. If one of f’s has no $xed points, (T”, s *F) is homotopic to foliated 
S’-bundle (T”. T”- ‘. 9-‘, S’) over T”- ‘. If fn has no fixed points, for example, 
(T”. T’- ‘. 9’. S’) is determined bj, (n - 1) dtfeomorphisms kf;k - ’ mod. 1 
(i = 1. , n - I), where k is an orientation preserving dtfleomorphism of R such that kf”k -’ 
is a translation of R b?* + 1 or - I. 
The above two assertions clearly imply Lemma 3.2 and hence Lemma 3.1. 
In the following proof, we fix a bundle trivialization E z T” x R under which a 
compact leaf in E corresponds to a level set T” x {*}. 
Proof of Assertion 3.3. If all 0f.f; have fixed points. they have a common fixed point 
aG[W (see [17] or [26]). We think of (E. T”. 8. R) with the fiber restricted to [a. + xc) as 
a foliated II-bundle and modify (E. T”. 9. R) in this part as in Lemma (2.1). Then we 
obtain a foliated R”( + zc )-bundle (I?. T”, 9. rW’{ + CC 1). Let s, and i.Y denote the sections 
of E --+ T” and z --+ T” with the image T” x (.Y) (s E R). respectively. In (E. T”. 9. R). the 
f, ‘-structure (F. s*F) is homotopic to (T”. sz9): the latter is the same as (T”. s^f.@). 
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(m, s^,*@ is homotopic in (g, T”, 3, R”{ + co}) to (T”, s^z@), which is clearly trivial when 
b is sufficiently close to + c;o. 
Proof of Assertion 3.4. Let f, have no fixed points. Then it is easy to see that there exists 
an orientation preserving diffeomorphism k of R such that kf”k - ’ is a translation by + 1 
or - 1. Of course, kf,k - ‘, . . , kf”k - ’ define a foliated R-bundle (E”, 7’“, .Y”, R) which is 
isomorphic to (E, T”, 9, R). On the other hand, kf;k -’ (i = 1,. . , n - 1) induce n - 1 
commuting diffeomorphisms of S’ = R/Z. Assigning these diffeomorphisms to the stan- 
dard generators of n,(T”-‘, *), we have a foliated S’-bundle (T”, T”-I, 9’, S’). In [15], we 
proved that there is a section s: T” + E” transverse to 9” such that s*9” = 6’. Since 
(E”, T”, F’, [w) is homotopic to (E, T”, 9, R) in BDiff R, the r,=-structure (T”, s*F) is 
homotopic to (T”, s”*P’), where s” denotes the section corresponding to s under the 
conjugation by k. Since (T”, s”*F”) is homotopic to (T”, s*Y’) which is (T”, 9’), we have 
proved (3.4). 
As a corollary to Lemma 3.1, we have 
LEMMA 3.5. Let (E, K, 9, [w) and s be as in Lemma 3.1. Suppose that the total holonomy 
is topologically conjugate to a group of translations of [w. Then (K, s*9) is homologous to 
a union of exotic linear foliated Si-bundles over T”-I. 
Remark. Suppose that (M, 9) is a foliation which is without holonomy and that the 
image of the Novikov transformation [see, Lemma 6.11 is of rank I n - 1. Then the above 
proof of Lemma 3.4 says that (M, 9) is homologous to zero. 
$4. COMPONENTS OF TYPE III, 
First we briefly review the definition of a foliated J-bundle [ 161. Let K be a CW-complex 
and L +, L - subcomplexes of K. A family of foliated bundles and foliated bundle 
isomorphisms (E; E+, E -; b +, b -) is a foliated J-bundle over (K; L +, L -) if 
(1) E is a foliated f-bundle, E + is a foliated I+-bundle and E - is a foliated I_ -bundle 
over K, L + and L -, respectively, and 
(2) b + and b - are foliated bundle isomorphisms; 
6’: ,$+-EIL+, 
b-I,?- - EIL-r 
where I?+ (resp. 8-) is the associated foliated P-bundle to E + (resp. E-). 
Let IE be the space obtained from the disjoint union of E, E + and E - by identifying 
8+ (resp. &-) with El,, (resp. EIL_) by the isomorphism b + (resp. b-). IE is called the 
total space of the foliated J-bundle. There is a canonical projection x: E ---t K and lE has 
a “foliation” 9 transverse to the fibers of x. By abuse of language, (lE, K, 9) is also called 
a foliated J-bundle. A cross section of a foliated J-bundle (E, K, F) is a continuous map 
s: K +lE such that n OS = idk. Note that E, E + and E - are naturally thought as subspaces 
of E and the cross section s of IE defines the cross sections of the foliated bundles E, E + 
and E-. 
In this section and the next, we consider the foliated J-bundles associated to the 
components of type III, and III,, respectively. 
Let (E; E +, E -, b +, b -) be a foliated J-bundle over (K; L +, L -), where we suppose 
K is a compact manifold of dimension n and L + and L - are disjoint union of components 
of aK. Let s be a cross section of this foliated J-bundle such that s(L ‘) = L + x { + 1} 
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and s(L-)=L- x { - I}. We assume that the total holonomy of E is abelian (hence so 
are those of E + and E-). 
Let ((E+)^, L+, (S,r+)“,I) and ((E-)“, L-, (F,,_)^,I) be modified foliated 
Z-bundles of (E +, L +, SIE+, I,) and (E-, L-,SQ_,I_), respectively. We will write 
(CL +, (Sp)) and (CL -, (2Fp-)) for the r, “-structures induced on the cones of L + and 
L - (see $2). 
The main purpose of this section is to prove the following 
LEMMA~.~.L~~(K,L+,L-),(E,E+,E-,b+,b-) d b an s e as above and suppose that 
for any connected component L of L + UL -, the total holonomy of ($, F&) is a free 
abelian group of rank less than n - 1. Then (K, s *F) is homologous relative to the boundary 
to a disjoint union of (CL +, (iFIE+)), (CL -, (2F(E-)) and a finite number of foliated 
S I-bundles over T” - I. 
Proof. We construct several foliated spaces. Let L be a connected component of 
L + U L - = 8K. For the modified foliated Z-bundle ((E +I~)~, L (9 ICE+ ,Jh, Z) or 
((E-IJ~, L (siCE-lLJh3 Z), we have the total holonomy homomorphism 
qL: q(L, *) + Diff I. Since this factors through h’, (where r $ n - 2 from our hypothesis), 
we have 
n,(L, bL) A Diff Z 
\ /*q 
%(Tr, *). 
Hence, we have the following commutative diagram in which we may assume all the maps 
are cellular: 
L - BDiff I 
f\ /&’ 
T’. 
Let M, be the mapping cylinder off; 
ML = L x [O, l]U T/(x, 1) -f(x), XEL. 
The homomorphism 
n,(M,, bJ z nl(Tr, *)A Diff Z 
defines a foliated Z-bundle (EL, ML, FL, I) over ML. Note that L x (0) in ML is the 
homological boundary of ML because r S n - 2. Since aE; ( = the restriction of EL over 
L x (0)) is a modified foliated Z-bundle of (El,, L, FIcEILj, Z+(Z_)), there is a foliation 
preserving diffeomorphism from aE; to [EiL except on a small neighbourhood of either 
L x. ( -I- l> (if L CL-)orLx{-l}(ifL c L ‘). If we attach all EL’s to E using these 
diffeomorphisms, then we obtain a foliated space (lE’, 9’) and a projection lE’- K’, 
where K’ is the space obtained from the disjoint union KU (,K, ML) by identifying each 
L in cYK with L x {Oj in M,. 
As for the foliated P-bundle (E, K, PIE, !) if we restrict it over a component L of JK, 
its total holonomy homomorphism has the following factorization: 
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Thus, as before, we obtain foliated P-bundles over M,, and by attaching them to E, we 
get a foliated j-bundle ([E”, K’, 3”, P) over K’. Topologically (that is, if we forget the 
foliated bundle structure), E” is homeomorphic to K’ x ( - 1, + l), thus we have a cross 
section sg of E” + K’ which corresponds to the “zero-section” K’+ K’ x {0} 
c K’ x ( - 1, + 1). Since the construction of E’ and E” are identical in a neighbourhood 
of K’ x (0) c K’ x ( - 1, + l), the above “zero-section” also gives rise to a section s; of 
F+K’. 
We will define several subspaces of these foliated spaces. For the notational con- 
venience, we will write them as if they were subspaces of K x I or K’ x Z, even though, 
for example E’ is not the product space of K’ and I. The reader will find this will give rise 
to no ambiguity because the above foliated spaces are unions of foliated interval bundles 
each of which is topologically a product space of the base space and an interval. 
PutK,=Kx(O)UL-x[-l,O]UL+ x[O,l]. We have twoinclusions 
i: K,- IE and i’: K,- [E’. 
Put 
K _ Lx[-l,O]UM,x(O);ifLcL-, 
L- I L x [0, + l]UM, x (0); if L c L+. 
We also have inclusions 
i’: KL- [E’ and i,: KL- EL. 
Finally, we put 
K;= 
Lx[-l,+l]lJM,x(+l},ifLcL-, 
Lx[-l,+l]UM,x{-l),ifLcL+. 
and we have an inclusion i,: Ki+ EL. Now we are going to prove our lemma. In the 
foliated J-bundle IE, we have 
(K, s*3) h (K,, i*3) (rel. boundary). 
Since (IE, 3) and (IE’, 3) are the same in a neighbourhood of 
(K,, i*3) = (K,, i’*3’). In (E’, 3’), one can see that 
i(K,) = i’(K,), we have 
(K,, i’*3’) N (K’, sh*3)ULuaK (KL, i/*3’) (rel. boundary). 
Since (IE’, 3’) and (EL, 3,) coincide in a neighbourhood of i’(K,) = iL(KL) for each L, we 
have (KL, i’*3’) = (KI,, iz3L). Consider everything in (EL, 3,). Then it is clear that the 
latter is homologous relative to the boundary to (Kt, ifs,). Since 3L is trivial near either 
M,x(+l} (ifL cL-)orM,x(-l)(ifLcL+)wehave 
(KL, iz3L) m (CL, (3 ltEJLJ) (rel. boundary). 
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From the definition, it is clear that 
On the other hand, since (E’, 9) coincides with (E”, .9”) in a neighbourhood of 
sh(K’) = s:(K), we have 
(K’, s;*5F ‘) = (K’, s;l*s “). 
K’ ia an n-dimensional CW complex with a fundamental n-cycle and Lemma 3.1 applies 
to (IE”, K’, 9”, P). Thus (K’, sl*.F “) is homologous to a union of foliated S’-bundles over 
T”- ‘. This finishes the proof of Lemma 4.1. 
The following is an immediate corollary to this lemma and Lemma 3.5. 
LEMMA 4.2. Adding to the assumption of Lemma 4.1, tf we further assume that the total 
holonomy group of E is topologically conjugate to a group of translations of R, then (K, s*9) 
is homologous relative to the boundary to a disjoint union of (CL +, (F IE+)), (CL -, (S IE-)) 
and a$nite number of exotic linear foliated S’-bundles over T”-‘. 
The foliated J-bundle associated to a component of type III, satisfies the assumption 
of Lemma 4.2 if the dimension of the component is greater than 2 (Lemma 6.2 in $6). 
55. COMPONENTS OF TYPE III, 
We use the same notations as in the preceding section and prove the following 
LEMMA 5.1. Suppose that the total holonomy of E is contained in a I-parameter subgroup 
generated by a smooth vectorfield on f. Then (K, s*S) is homologous, relative to the 
boundary, to the disjoint union of (CL +, (S 1 E +))‘s and (CL -, (9 IE -))‘s. 
Proof. We again construct several foliated spaces. Let (Z?, K, &, I) be a modified 
foliated Z-bundle of (E, K, 9 /E, f) (52). We also choose a modified foliated Z-bundle of 
(E +, L +, 9 1 E +, Z,) so that it coincides with (Z$+, L +, @ IcqL+), Z) except on a small 
neighbourhood of L + x { + 1} and write ((E +)h, L +, (F IE+)h, I) for such a foliated 
bundle. We choose a similar modified bundle ((E-)^, L -, (S IE_)h, I) of 
(E-,L-.S$Z_). 
Product with the interval [a, b] gives natural foliated Z-bundles; 
((E+)^ x [a, 61, L + x [a, 61, (9 IE+)h x [a, b], I) 
and 
((E-1” x [a, bl, L - x [a, 61, (9 IE-)’ x [a, 61, 0. 
Since, for example, ((E+)^ x (a}, L’ x {a}, (9rIE+)h x {a>,Z) and (Z?llL+, L’, 
& IcElL, ), I) are identified by a foliation preserving homeomorphism outside a small 
neighbourhood of L + x {l}, one can attach these two kinds of foliated Z-bundles to 
(Z?, K. 3. Z) and obtain a foliated space. Let ([E’, 9’) denote it. Naturally, we have a 
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~‘__ ..*_.. _____________ 
@CL3 
i'( KJ 
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sd’ c K’) 
*I 
I 
< 
.___ ___.________..____.._l___~ 1 
Fig. I. 
projection, 
1 
K, 
me._ ______ __-_______ 
L* L- r 
K’ 
where K’=KU(L+ x [a,b]UL- x [a,b])/L =L x {u) (for all L cL+UL-). 
Let (E”, 9”) denote the foliated space over K’ obtained from the original foliated 
J-bundle (E, 9) by spreading It-bundle parts over the collar L * x [a, b] of L * in K’. 
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I- 3 I 
t’ or i' 
er -I K’ -* . 
K‘ r 
Fig. 2. 
We now define several subspaces of these foliated spaces as in $4. Put 
K,=Kx(O)UL- x[-l,O]UL+ x[O,l]. 
We have inclusion maps 
i: K, - [E and i”: Kl - E”. 
Put 
K,=K'x{O}U(L- x(b))+-l,O]U(L+ x(b})x[O,+l]. 
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We have again two inclusion maps 
i”: Kz __* E” and i’: Kz- E’. 
Finally, consider the subspaces 
Kx{+l)UL+ x[-l,+l]cE 
(L+ x[Ol)x{-l)U((L+ x(b})x[-l,+l])c(E+)Ax[a,b] 
(L- x b,bl) x (+ l)U(W x (6)) x [- 1, + l])C(E_)^ x [a,61 
and put the union of these three spaces to be K3. There is an inclusion map; 
i’: K3- E’. 
Now we prove our lemma. In IE, s(K) and i(KJ are homotopic fixing the boundary, so 
we have 
(K, s*P) N (K,, i*S) (rel. boundary) 
and it is obvious that (K,, i*.F) = (K,, i”*P). Since (E”,,“) restricted over 
L+ x {t}UL- x (t} (t+,b]) . 1s a trivial family of foliated Z-bundles, we have 
(K,, if’**) N (K,, i”*.F”) (rel. boundary). 
Since (E”, 9”) coincides with (E’, 9’) in a neighbourhood of i”(KJ = i’(KJ, it follows that 
(K2, i”*S”) = (K,, i’*F’). 
Then in the foliated space (lE’, 9’) we have 
(K,, i’*S’) * (K3, i’*P’). 
Since the foliation @’ of IE’ is trivial in neighbourhoods of K x ( + 1) 
U(L - x [a, 61) x { + l} and (L+ x [a, b]) x { - 11, (K3, i’*P’) is homologous (relative to 
the boundary) to the union of the following three r,“-structures; 
(1) the r,m-structure on the suspension 
CL+=L+ x[-1,11/L+ x{+l},L- x(-lj 
induced from that on (8, P), 
(2) the r,m-structure on the cone 
C(L+ x {b})=(L+ x {b}) x [ - 1,11/V + x (b}) x { - 1) 
induced from that on ((E+)^ x [a, b], (9 IE+)n x [a, b]) and 
(3) the r,m-structure on the cone 
C(L- .(b})=(L- x(b})x[-l,+l]/(L- x(b})x(+lJ 
induced from that on ((E-)^ x [a, b], (9 IE-)” x [a, 61). 
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By a result in [27], we know that the first one is homologous to zero. On the other hand, 
the second and the third ones are isomorphic to 
respectively. 
(CL +, (9 IE+)l and (CL -, (9 IE-)l, 
Thus we have proved Lemma 5.1. 
The foliated J-bundle associated to a component of type III, satisfies the assumption 
of Lemma 5.1 (56). 
K 
i*f K,) 
Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 4. 
K 3 
$6. THE PROOFS OF THEOREMS 
In this section we finish the proof of Theorem 1 and give the proof of Theorem 2. 
Let (M, 9) be a transversely oriented codimension one foliation of a closed oriented 
manifold which is almost without holonomy. We may assume that M is connected. We 
need to show that (M, 9) is homologous to a union of foliated S’-bundles over tori. Using 
Theorem (1. l), we can decompose (A4, Sir) into immersed images of foliations. If (M, F) 
is a component of type I, then Theorem 1 follows from Lemma (3.5) and the following 
lemma which is proved in [17]. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let (M, g), be a codimension one foliation without holonomy of a closed 
connected manifold. Then there is a locally trivial foliated R-bundle (E, M, 9, R) such that 
(1) there is a cross section s: M + E transverse to S and the induced foliation s*S 
coincides with 9, and 
(2) the image of the total holonomy homomorphism q:x,(M, b) + Diff R is topologically 
conjugate to a group of translations of R. (Following Imanishi[9], we call q the Novikov 
transformation.) 
In the rest of this section we suppose (M, 9) is decomposed as a union of components 
of types II and III. 
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For a component (Ml,,, 9$,,) of type III, we proved the following lemma in [16]. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let (MI,,, .F,;,) be a component of rype III, that is, let (M ,,,, 9,,,) be a 
foliation tangent to the non-empty boundary such that all leaves other than the boundary 
leaves have trivial holonomy. Then there exist a foliated J-bundle (E, Ml,,, 9) = (E; E’, 
E-) over (MI,,; L’, L-) where aM,,, = L’ U L-, and a section s which is transverse to 9 
such that s*9 coincides with SJJI. Moreover the hofonomy group of E is topologically 
conjugate to a group of translations of Iw. Zf (M,,,, 9,,,) is of type IZZz, or if (MI,,, F,,,) is a 
foliated I-bundle, the holonomy group of E is contained in a one parameter subgroup 
generated by a smooth vectorfield on f, that is, this group is diflerentiably conjugate to a 
group of translations of R. 
We will take a convenient decomposition of (M, S) to our purpose. 
If all leaves are compact, by the Reeb stability theorem, M is a fiber bundle over S’ 
and (M, 9) is the associated bundle foliation, so (M, 9) is also of type I. ((M, 9) is easily 
shown to be homologous to zero. For, (M, 9) is the boundary of the r,“-structure on 
the mapping cylinder of the bundle projection M + S’ which is again a fiber bundle over 
S’, if dim M 2 2.) 
Now suppose that there are both compact and non-compact leaves. Then, by Remark 
1.3, we can assume that all components of type II are contained in a sufficiently small 
neighborhood U of the union of compact leaves. If there are two adjacent components of 
type II we regard the union of them as a new component of type II. After this process, 
our decomposition has the property that each component of type II is contained in U and 
sandwiched by components of type III. 
We now return to the proof of Theorem 1. First we suppose that the dimension of M 
is greater than 2. By Lemma 6.2, there is associated a foliated J-bundle to each component 
of the decomposition of (M, 9) and the foliated J-bundles associated to the components 
of type III, satisfy the assumption of Lemma 4.2 and those associated to the components 
of type III, satisfy the assumption of Lemma 5.1. For a component (MI,, FII) of type 
II of (M, 9), let M;,,, M;;, be the two components of type III adjacent to the component 
(MI,, 9,J (M;,, and i’&‘,, can be the same components). Put 
and 
Then applying Lemmas 4.2 and 5.1 to the foliated J-bundles associated to M;,, and M;;,, 
we have r’,=-structures (CL’, (F;,,)) and (CL”, (9~,J] on cones of L’ and L”. Con- 
sequently we obtain an induced r,=-structure 
on CL’UM,,UCL”. 
For a compact leaf L which is the common boundary of the components Mil,, M$ 
of type III, we obtain an induced r,“-structure 
on CL’UCL” in a similar way (L’.= L” = L). 
By applying Lemmas 4.2 and 5.1 to all the components of type III, and III, respectively, 
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we can see that (M, S) is homologous to a union of exotic linear foliated S’-bundles over 
T”-’ which arise from the components of type III, and the f,L-structures of the form 
(CL’U M,, u CL”, (.F;,Ju (~~11)] 
or 
(CL’U CL”, (9yJU (9g’). 
Since the latter r,“-structures are clearly homologous to the ones defined by layered 
foliated S’-bundles with abelian holonomy, they are homologous to a union of layered 
foliated S’-bundles over T”- ‘. 
The rest of Theorem 1 follows from the construction of foliated J-bundles and 
Lemma 2.2. 
For the foliations of a manifold of dimension two, our theorem is trivial because Sr,* 
is known to be 2-connected[l2]. In this case, however, our method gives a good 
understanding of a fact due to Thurston that all transversely oriented foliations of 
2-manifolds are foliated cobordant to zero. For, every foliation of a 2-manifold is almost 
without holonomy. If it has components of type III they are foliations of annuli. So the 
Novikov transformations of them are of rank 1. And consequently, the foliated J-bundles 
associated to them satisfy the assumption of Lemma 5.1. Thus proceeding as in the case 
of dimension greater than 2, we have that every foliation on a closed 2-manifold is 
homologous to a union of foliated S’-bundles over the circle. Then the fact that Dip($) 
is a perfect group implies that our foliation is homologous to zero[6]. Since the homology 
group with integral coefficient is isomorphic to the oriented bordism group in dimension 
2, this proves that every foliation on a closed 2-manifold is cobordant to zero. This finishes 
the proof of Theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Theorem 2 is a rather easy corollary to Theorem 1 and what we 
have already proved. If (M, 9) satisfies condition (A), the exotic linear foliated S’-bundles 
over T”- ’ in Theorem 1 are homologous to zero in Srlca. For, it represents a degenerate 
n complex in Br,“. If (M, 9) satisfies (B), layered foliated S1-bundles in Theorem 1 are 
all homologous to zero by the same argument as in 54 of [26]. As for the condition of (BJ, 
see also [27]. 
As a final remark, we mention that the nullity of the Godbillon-Vey class of (M, 9) 
is obtained by using Theorem 1, which we proved in [16]. If dim M = 3, by Theorem 1, 
(M, 6) is homologous to a union of foliated S’-bundles over Tz whose Godbillon-Vey 
classes are zero by Herman[7] and Wallet [29]. In the case when dim M > 3, it is enough 
to show the nullity of the Godbillon-Vey class evaluated on elements in Z-Z,(M; R) which 
are represented by closed 3-manifolds. Let N represent such an element of H,(M; R). We 
may suppose N is transverse to the boundary leaves of the decomposition of (M, 9). 
Consider the induced decomposition and the pull back of the foliated J-bundle to N. 
Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 1, we see that the r,m-structure on N induced by 
(M, S) is homologous to a union of foliated S’-bundles over T* and we have done. 
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